GET MORE BENEFITS
FROM THE CLOUD
Cloud Solutions Tailored to Your Needs
Cloud adoption delivers significant advantages for your organization’s agility and
bottom line. But the cloud is not a single, one-size-fits-all decision. Adopting a made-toorder cloud environment delivers the greatest gain from these returns:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improved scalability
Guaranteed data recovery
Better performance
Increased flexibility
Predictable monthly costs and no CapEx
Elimination of time-consuming and disruptive software upgrades
Continuous innovation

For both infrastructure and applications, you can choose any combination of cloud
solutions: private, public (AWS, Oracle, Microsoft Azure), hybrid and SaaS. To achieve
the best outcomes from incorporating multifaceted cloud technology, your plan should
be designed in alignment with your organization’s needs and objectives – and that
means each organization needs to chart its own path to Oracle Cloud – applications,
platform and infrastructure.

Mapping Your Cloud Journey
Because cloud adoption is a complex, multi-stage initiative, IT experts recommend a
process that includes formal requirements gathering, cost-to-benefit assessment and
roadmap development before implementation. Best practices for strategic cloud, PaaS
and SaaS adoption also include a commitment to regularly measuring and evaluating
against goals and resources.
Planning and implementing multi-tiered cloud models demands significant expertise.
You’ll save time and money by relying on experts with experience in the complexity of
cloud adoption and who can work alongside your IT staff.

UNMATCHED CREDENTIALS
Oracle Managed Service Provider
SPECIALIZED IN ORACLE CLOUD
INFRASTRUCTURE
• Oracle Infrastructure-as-a-Service
• Oracle Database Cloud Service
• Oracle BI Cloud Services
• Oracle Management Cloud Service
SPECIALIZED IN ORACLE CLOUD
APPLICATIONS
• Oracle Financials Cloud
• Oracle Procurement Cloud
• Applications Unlimited Oracle
E-Business Suite
EXPERTS AT APPLICATION MIGRATION
• More than 150 Specialized resources
• More than 200 cloud Applications
Unlimited migrations (on premises,
private cloud, public cloud)
• Oracle Customer Advisory Board
• Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Partnerof-the -Year (UK) 2017

Why Data Intensity

PLATFORM AGNOSTIC:

With more than 150 consultants that can help you define the cloud delivery model that
best meets your goals for an automated, self-provisioning and dynamic infrastructure
that scales on demand – while staying within budget. Data Intensity starts with
an assessment that helps uncover, prioritize and build a roadmap for migration
opportunities that align with your technology and budget goals. Using this roadmap,
Data Intensity can help you implement and update your plan throughout your cloud
adoption journey.

Oracle Public Cloud, Amazon (AWS),
Microsoft Azure

Data Intensity is a platinum Oracle partner with deep experience with the Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure (OCI), Oracle E-Business Suite and Oracle Cloud Applications as well as
Lifecycle Assurance for Oracle Cloud Applications. Our complete portfolio of managed
and professional services enable you to take advantage of best practices and our
experience with more than 200 cloud Application Unlimited migrations (on-premises,
private cloud, public cloud).

Data Intensity

Oracle Cloud Infrastructure and Public Cloud
(OCI/OPC) Services
Data Intensity is Specialized in OCI/OPC including Infrastructureas-a-Service, Platform-as-a-Service, Oracle Business Intelligence
an Oracle Integration Cloud. We offer deep infrastructure
expertise to help overcome the unique challenges you face in
your cloud journey. Our team helps you assess, design, and
implement your path to the Oracle Cloud and can provide
ongoing support once you get there. Data Intensity’s services
include:
• Determining the cloud options that make sense
economically and strategically
• Creating a robust identity and security model
• Developing orchestration processes for resource deployment
• Managing and right-sizing resources and costs
• Integrating OCI and OPC with other on-premises and cloud
solutions
• Managing your OCI/OPC platform
As the only platform-agnostic provider, Data Intensity gives you
an unbiased assessment of your best path forward with cloud
adoption. Our approach removes the Public Cloud complexity
by tailoring managed and professional services for a wide range
of Oracle Cloud Services, including Oracle Cloud Infrastructure/
Public Cloud (OCI/OPC), Oracle applications and hybrid solutions.
We are the leader in Oracle Specializations and have helped
hundreds of organizations build, implement and support the
cloud roadmap that aligns with their business today and into the
future.

Oracle Cloud Application Services
Our consultants provide assessment, implementation,
upgrade, and support services for Oracle Financials Cloud,
Oracle Procurement Cloud, and Oracle Supply Chain Cloud.
Our expertise extends into Oracle Cloud Security, Oracle
Cloud Reporting, Oracle Cloud Data, and Oracle Cloud User
Experience. Our services include:

Cloud Solutions

We are the only provider that is platform-agnostic and will give
you an assessment of whether a move to the cloud is right for
you.

Lifecycle Assurance for Oracle Cloud Applications
Once your cloud implementation is up and running, Data
Intensity can help you manage it efficiently and cost-effectively.
One of the most challenging and unanticipated aspects of
running SaaS solutions is keeping up with annual upgrades and
monthly patching cycles. Data Intensity’s Lifecycle Assurance
for Oracle Cloud Applications Service provides the ongoing
management needed to ensure you stay up-to-date:
• Ongoing business process analysis for new patches and
releases
• Updates to training materials and documentation
• Maintenance and execution of test scripts
• Management, break-fix, and enhancements of CEMLIs
Our Functional Service Desk acts as an extension of your team
and works directly with users to ensure they are informed of the
frequent changes and advances in functionality. By providing an
economical way to execute test scripts, update training, develop
code, and document business processes, you can focus on
strategic goals.

We Can Help You in Your Cloud Journey
To achieve the highest return-on-investment from the cloud,
you need the right resources to help plan and implement your
roadmap for your organization’s future. Contact Data Intensity for
more information about how we can help you develop a strategy
and roadmap for moving all or some of your IT applications and
systems to the cloud. To request a demo or free assessment
contact info@dataintensity.com

• Feasibility, gap analysis, and TCO associated with a move
from on-premises to cloud applications
• Implementation of Oracle Cloud Applications
• Integration of Oracle Cloud Applications with other SaaS
and/or on-premises solutions
• Co-existence strategy for on-premises Applications
Unlimited with Oracle Cloud Applications
• Upgrades of Oracle Cloud Applications
• Development of CEMLIs and custom applications
• Quick Start Programs

About Data Intensity
Data Intensity is the leading independent provider of managed and cloud consulting services for enterprise databases, applications, business intelligence
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